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NEW CASE DEODORIZER
099-0514-000

Your chops don't stink, so why should your guitar

case? Freshen it up with the Fender" by Meguiar'ss

Case Deoderizer. This revolutionary product not only

eliminates odors from smoky bars, inconsiderate

pets, damp basements, etc. It's also safe for all

guitar finishes.

MIST & WIPE
099-0509-000

The popular Fender Mist & Wipe by Meguiar's"

finish enhancer is now available in a separate

eight ounce bottle, It will safely clean your guitar's

wood surfaces, maintains a lustrous finish between

regular cleaning and polishing, and removes those

nagging fingerprints without buildup!

FRETBOARD
CONDITIONER

^

099-0513-000

Keep your rosewood or ebony fingerboard clean and

moisturized with Fender Fretboard Conditioner by

Meguiar's". It cleans and nourishes your fretboard to

maintain the original luster, look, and most importantly

-feel. It will remove oil and grime build-up and

contains no acids, waxes or water.

MIST & WIPE
SAMPLER
099-0516-000

What's the matter; you don't believe

in miracles? Try the Mist & Wipe

Sampler by Meguiar's;, which

includes one ounce of the Fender

Mist & Wipe finish enhancer and an

8" x 8" Ultimate Wipe detailing cloth.

Plus, it's small enough to fit in your

case or gig bag. It'll make a believer

out of you yet!

COLOR
RESTORER

r.

:H?PME & BR^
^EANER^OL;

f^.

COLOR RESTORER t^
\

099-0512-000

RNP&CnSE
Restoration Kit

••• «»•

./INYL'CLEANE;
iPROTECTAN'

Has your guitar's finish lost its luster? Take off years of

grime with the Fender Color Restorer by Meguiar's'.

This specialized formula will restore your guitar's finish,

reviving the original look and color. It will also fill-in light

scratches and remove swirl marks. Perfect for restoring

vintage instruments.

Upon buffing, the difference was immediately appar-

ent. The finish was noticeably deeper and richer, and

the neck suddenly had a slicker faster feel. In short if

Color Restorer could make my beach party beater look

good, think what it could do for your nice old guitar.

- Guitar Player, October 2004

CHROME & BRASS
CLEANER/POLISH
099-0515-000

Few things impress people more than polished chrome

and brass. Fender Chrome & Brass Cleaner/Polish by

Meguiar's5 safely and easily removes oxidation, dirt

and other contaminants. It provides a highly effective

one-step treatment for all metal surfaces. Great for

cymbals and drum hardware.

AMP & CASE
RESTORATION KIT
099-0511-000

Bring back your amp or case's shine!

The Fender Amp & Case Restoration Kit

by Meguiar's' gives a clean, natural

luster to vinyl and rubber surfaces.

It cleans them while restoring the

original color, and prevents fading,

cracking and drying. Includes Vinyl

Cleaner & Protectant and a brush to

clean your vinyl s hard to reach places.

Formulated
exclusively by

€
;HECK OULOTHER FENDER CLEANING AND CARE PRODUCTS
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CUSTOM SHOP PICKUPS
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ORIGINAL FENDER®
PICKUPS
Made with the same basic specifications

from our early days, including cloth lead

wires, fiber bobbin and Alnico magnets

- our Original line of pickups are sure to

provide you with vintage tone without

breaking the bank.
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FOR THE COMPLETE_SELECTIONJOF.FENDMrouNfe
GO TO
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FENDER® STANDARD PICKUPS
It's really tough to call the Standard pickup line standard. They're far

above "standard." These pickups were designed and built by us and

are constructed of high quality materials and wax potted to ensure

performance free of microphonics.

^^^12^9'" -
,^'d^ea^ uca- ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^

\a ....^ends,^0 F"
,nd<ec,»W

^^r'e"is"°w
^.le"*i'-c°m

For a complete listing of strings,
picks & accessories, go to
www.fender.com.

FENDER STRINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIES / pickups www.fender.com



Deluxe Black/

Orange Plush
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Deluxe Black Tweed/Black Plush Deluxe Brown/Gold Plush

^

•^
Deluxe Tweed/Red Plush

Standard Black/
Black Acrylic

Deluxe Black/

Blue Plush

Deluxe Black/

Magenta Plush
r-

^
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Deluxe Black/

Red Plush

roRmrE™x
GO TO

&["G BAGS

FENDER® ELECTRIC
HARDSHELL CASES
For more than 50 years, members of the Southern

California-based G&GB Quality Case Company

have been building quality instrument cases for

us. Available for most Fender electric guitars and

basses, each case features a plush interior, large

accessory compartment, protective ends and a

genuine Fender logo. Protect your investment today

and for years to come. G&G Quality Case, the industry

standard for more than 50 years-just like us!

Fender Strings, Picks & Accessories supplies hard-

shell cases and gig bags for most guitars and basses.



NEWspeed-e
023-9986-000

The revolutionary and convenient speed-e is the world's first fully

functioning keychain guitar tuner! Measuring less than 3", the

speed-e fits in the palm of your hand and allows guitarists and

bass players to instantly tune any "E" on their instrument - with-

out having to plug in an expensive floor or rack tuner. Finally,

musicians can spend less time tuning and more time playing!

NEW FENDER® PT100
PEDAL TUNER

Stay tuned with Fender's new PT100 pedal tuner. Featuring die-cast

metal housing, two outputs (for muted tuning), an easy-to-read LED

note indicator and blue flaVsharp LED's -the PT 100 allows you to

tune less and play more!

244 FENDER STRINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIES / tuners www.fender.com
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CAUTION:

CAUTION: cu
WARNING: TO RED.
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MADE IN KOREA

NEW FENDER RT1000 RACK TUNER
023-9995-000

Bassists and guitarists looking to nail that root note down have had their prayers answered by

Fender's new RT1000 single space chromatic rack tuner. The RT1000 uses the same chip as the

industry standard PT100 and features an optional on/offfootswitch. As an additional bonus, the

RT1000 was redesigned to complement the look of the Fender Professional Bass Amplifiers!

^h
•I ^'..&

MINI TELECASTER®/
STRATOCASTER® STAND
099-1811-000

This great little stand is sturdy enough to firmly

hold yourfavorite Electric or Acoustic, but folds

down to fit in most gig bags or cases! Holds most

standard shaped guitars (non-offset). Includes

nylon drawstring carrying bag.

MINI ACOUSTIC
GUITAR STAND
099-1812-000

For a complete listing of strings,
picks & accessories, go to

www.fender.com. I
tuners / stands 245
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A strap should be the only thing that comes between you and your guitar. Wave your

Fender® flag high by slinging your axe from a genuine Fender strap. Whatever you're into

we've got it. If you like the classics, go with an improved 2" Monogrammed strap. If you

want something a bit more modern, try on a NEW Fender Patchworks™ Series strap!

Nils Lofgren
www.nilslofgren.com

Photo: Jo Lopez

-t

^

2" MONOGRAMMED-^fftAPS
A 099-0681-502 Black/Light Gray/Medium Blue
B 099-0681-000 Black/Yellow/Brown

C 099-0682-000 Red/White/Blue
D 099-0683-000. White/Brown/Yellow

E 099-Oj^U^B B lac k/LightGray/D ark Gray
F J^SfflSaP BlanWellow/Rfid

IMPROVED!
• Higher quality stitching

• Thicker, more durable leather ends

• Increased length - extends to nearly six feet

RUNNING LOGO STRAP
099-0671-000 Black with White Logo

For a complete listing of strings,
picks & accessories, go to
www.fender.com. 11

'RINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIES / st
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DELUXE WIDE PADDED
LEATHER STRAPS
099-0665-006 Black - 3 1/4" Wide

099-0665-050 Walnut - 3 1/4" Wide

For a complete listing
Fender straps, go to
www.fender.com. I

B D

NEW PATCHWORKS
SERIES STRAPS
Need a high-profile place to put your favorite patches? Speak loud and proud with

Fender's new Patchworks Series straps. Each series of four, 2" cotton strap comes

complete with one of our coolest patch designs, including "Rock On" (Olive), "Fallout'

(Black) and "Red Star" (Black strap and Forest Green strap). The rest is up to you!

A 099-0672-002 Fallout

B 099-0672-003 Red Star-Green

C 099-0672-004 Red Star-Black

D 099-0672-001 Rock On

• "^rr.

"THIS THICK, SIMPLE STRAP
OFFERS STELLAR NYLON
STITCHING. AS WELL AS A
PLUSH, ELASTIC SHOULDER
PAD THAT EFFECTIVELY
DISPERSES THE WEIGHT OF
YOUR FAVORITE 6-STRING
BOAT ANCHOR."

- GUITAR PLAYER, NOVEMBER 2004

IMPROVED!
Solid brass Fender^
medallion and hardware
Increased length - extends to
nearly six feet I

NEOPRENE BASS
STRAPS

2" COTTON/LEATHER STRAPS

099-0663-000
099-0663-200

Black-Short-38"-50"

Black-Long-44"-53"

E 099-0667-006

F 099-0667-073

G 099-0667-062

H 099-0667-021

I 099-0667-005

Black
Navy

Olive
Tan

Natural White



VINTAGE VOLTAGE CABLES
Vintage Voltage Cables provide a classic tone and vintage

look to any player's rig at an affordable price. Each cable is

constructed of nickel-plated plugs; oxygen-free copper wire,

braided copper shielding, and heavy duty shrink wrapped

ends. We've wrapped it all up with a Tweed, Black/Silver,

Brown/Wheat, or Brown/Oxblood woven exterior

for that Fender® vibe. Throw in our limited

lifetime warranty, and you have a cable that ~^?

you can't live without!

^

CALIFORNIA
CABLES™
California Cables are available in

1', 3', 6', 10'& 18'lengths with

heat shrunk, gold tipped 1/4"

ends, 20 gauge wire and a

limited lifetime warranty. These

quality cables give you the So-Cal

vibe at an affordable price.

ELECTROVOLT CABLES
ElectroVolt Cables feature nickel-plated plugs;

oxygen-free copper wire, braided copper shielding,

and heavy duty shrink wrapped ends.

FENDER STRINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIES

Wt'h
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MINI TONE MASTER®
023-4808-000

Yeah, baby! This miniaturized version of the Tone Master

boasts tons of tone for its size. Check out the details from

the amp corners and grill cloth to the vintage white knobs.

Authentic looks with the sound to match. Specs: 1 watt,

two 2" speakers, 9V AC in, Headphone out

I DELUXE
i^Ml 0-000

^%U'rll Fioticf right away the.attention to detail put into .

^UrNmi Deluxe amplifi^K, From the functional "dog
i/'Aandle^O th'e'ehrome co.ntrol plate and.mini

[ Ab'Iirfi.ken ftead" knobs, this one is a surefire collector's

;Tf@jW It's got thes tone too! Specs: one watt, single 8

! tf^Z" speaker, 9v AC in, headphone out.
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AMP CAN
023-1200-000

The ultimate in battery powered portable

amplifiers, this is the amp for musicians on

the go. The Amp Can was created for the

player looking for a small, rugged, high qual-

ity amp for acoustic guitar, voice, electric

guitar, keyboard, etc. Specs: 15 watts RMS,

battery powered (can last up to eight hours

on one charge), one Fender Special Design

6" speaker. Features: Two fully-independent

channels (guitar and line- with distortion/

mic), line/mic channel has 1/4" input that

will accept an assortment of microphones,

synths, drum machines, etc. Battery charger

included. 8.75" H x 7.75" W x 6.75" D, 13 Ibs.
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FENDER USA GROOVE TUBES
Nothing but the highest quality materials go into every Fender

USA Groove Tubes tube. Each one is painstakingly designed and

built to provide the utmost in warmth and pure tone. Like Fender

Groove Tubes, each one features improved harmonic balance,

longer lifespan and matched gain-to-distortion ratios. Fender

USA Groove Tubes - pure and ultimate tone indulgence!

FENDER® TUBES
Quality-matched toneful performance and component reliability is

the standard by which Fender Tubes are known for. These afford-

able, high-quality tubes look and sound great. All pairs and quads

are performance matched to give your amp optimal feel, a longer

lifespan and most importantly-great tone at an affordable price!

\ ^ i2
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GROOVE]
'TUBES

;LOSSO^S,

.Muddvo^^enno^'s^y?^
•Amp'
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•No sustains
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be reused, c
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THE STRATOCASTER
CHRONICLES
099-5057-000

The world's most famous guitar

celebrates 50 years! Written by

best-selling author/historian Tom

Wheeler, this remarkable book

showcases the worldwide cooperation

of photographers, magazines,

musicians and museums to produce

the beautiful and inspiring book this

milestone deserves.
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GETTING STARTED WITH
YOUR FENDER GUITAR
099-5021-000

GETTING STARTED WITH
YOUR FENDER BASS
099-5022-000 ^j^.,

y^w'i

"'-;:: "^
DVD ^
GETTING STARTED ON
ELECTRIC GUITAR
099-5048-000

GETTING STARTED ON
ACOUSTIC GUITAR
099-5049-000

2£1

Ees&;
1%

For a complete listing of strings,
picks & accessories, go to

www.fender.com. II



FENDERTRANSGRESS
embroidered shirt

099-4002-406M/506L/606XL/806XXL

FENDER BANDIT
embroidered shirt

099-4001 -402M/502L/602XL/802XXL

FENDER FOOTWEAR NOW AVAILABLE ON FENDER.COM!

252 FENDER STRINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIES / clothing www.fender.com
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FENDER® SUBSERVIENT
embroidered shirt

099-4003-406M/506L/606XL/806XXL

FENDER BLUEPRINT
woven shirt

099-3131-406M/506L/606XL/806XXL

n
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ALL STAR
099-9073-006 Black

/;w

. \ CLASSIC LOGO
BEANIE
099-9091-006 Black
099-9091-002 Navy
099-9091-009 Red

099-9091-043 Gray
099-9091-046 Olive

THE DOWN STROKE
099-3135-002 Navy/021 Chocolate / 006 Black

CUSTOM SHOP
099-9018-006 Black

jewelry and footwear 253



FMDER'THE C^jWG COLLE^n^CTD^VINCI

^^ .«ru.rnM SPADE BAC^

FENDER EVOLUTION
099-4005-443M/543L/643XL/843XXL

FENDER CUSTOM SPADE
099-4009-406M/506L/606XL/806XXL

CUSTOM SHOP FIRE BAND A
099-4008-406M/5061/606XL/806XXL

RYDELL HIGH TEE
099-4004-443M/543L/643XL/843XXL

254 FENDER STRINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIES / clothing
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NO JOB
099-4006-402M/5021/602XL/802XXL

FENDER® SCHEMATIC TEE
099-4010-406M/506I/606XL/806XXL

LADIES STRAT® SCRIBBLE
099-4011-402M/502L/602XL

••yf"
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LADIES DINER GIRL
099-4012-402M/502L/602XL

:t*^



MOJO OIL ANTIQUE
METAL SIGN 0999523000

1954 FENDER® CAT/1
ZIPPO® LIGHTER
099-0264-024

1955 FENDER I
iHTER

yrf^? ^•i'^^'^a^i!!^L.N^,l-'nf?~'j^'''^?'l.-da^!>.;-;'^?dNU(y^ ^•^_15|»' •3^^'"'?^.

ELECTRO LOUNGE
MARTINI THREE SET
099-0261-000

CUSTOM SHOP "SHOOTER"
GLASS SET i,
099-0233-000 f

HIEiiilsi^;s"[L?f
Eri£;?{r-7yHJill^

GUITAR & AMP
SALT & PEPPER
SHAKERS
099-0235-000

"TELE® MADNESS
LIMITED EDITION
LUNCH BOX
099-0232-000 f < ^3I^.^^

CAP CATCHER
099-9550-000

:y*-,'»
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256 FENDER STRINGS, PICKS & ACCESSORIE
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